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Dear friends and supporters of Mikros Dounias.
We are very happy and proud that you are holding our calendar for 2021
in your hands. The past year was not easy for the community of Mikros Dounias;
we suffered multiple losses and faced constant uncertainties.
Unfortunately, this is how the overall picture looks on a broader, global level.
We, therefore, decided that our calendar for the coming year should try to create
small, beautiful alternatives, that are connected to everyday life.
We know that playing has a positive effect on a physical, mental and emotional level.
Moreover, we feel that striving for honest, balanced relationships
among people of all ages can be a source of empowerment and genuine joy.
That is why this calendar suggests games and activities in nature
for children and adults, for every month of the coming year!
Activities and games in the natural environment help us get to know aspects
of ourselves that are not expressed in our daily routines. They remind us how it feels
to experience the world through our senses and what it feels like to take small,
practical risks, weighing our powers and facing our fears. Concentration and effort
alternate with relief and relaxation. We learn while enjoying the journey
and we reach our destination wiser and more experienced.
The natural environment has played a very crucial role in our intercultural coexistence
in Mikros Dounias. First of all, nature has been one of the main supporters
in our effort to help each child feel safe, calm, accepted and recognized,
no matter what (s)he has experienced in the past. Inside the forest’s hug,
each child can take his/her time and space; (s)he can connect with the rest
of the group whenever (s)he feels ready. Moreover, the natural environment
gives constant stimuli for exploration and observation,
which foster interaction and multiple kinds of communication.
Let’s not forget that no signs of one particular culture are to be found in nature!
Last but not least, learning how to respect every natural being helps us
develop empathy and respect for everything that is different from us.
We wish you strength, joy and love!
Let’s get out and play!
The team of Mikros Dounias

We want to warmly thank
 The children and the families that have passed from Mikros Dounias
 Raul Ibañez Aguilar for the pieces of art in this calendar - Instagram: Aigaro
 Katerina Kontou for the design of the calendar
 Helen Pamela Chen for the translation and editing of the english version
 The baby product company MAM Hellas for covering the printing costs

The games & activities
have been designed
by the pedagogical team
of Mikros Dounias and have
different backgrounds.
They are inspired
by children’s spontaneous
play, by stimuli given by
the natural environment,
and by methods used by
forest pedagogy. Every
month, you can refer to
the end of the calendar for
further information, sources,
“references & suggestions”.

Some words on the activities
in this calendar

All activities have been designed
in our small pine forest and utilize
the natural materials that can be found there.
You can try them in different environments,
making the necessary adjustments.
In general, our suggestions are just a base:
each group of players is unique
and should be free to create their own games
and negotiate the rules that govern them.
So, do not hesitate to integrate any variations!

As long as the ages of the participants are
concerned, the proposed activities want
to function inclusively. In Mikros Dounias,
we accompany children 2.5 to 5 years
of age; often, elder children take part
in our activities; we, the adults, want
to participate in the organized games
as equal players, with all our soul. Moreover,
we are pleasantly surprised whenever we
question suggested age limits: younger
children have proven to be very capable
players. You can try it yourselves!
Many of the activities contain elements
of theatrical play. We transform ourselves
into beings of nature (e.g. bees or ants),
of fantasy (e.g. elves) or of human reality
(e.g. fishermen or astronauts), and activate
our imagination. Utilizing elements of our
movement and voice, and possibly external
materials, we create stories and give life
to imaginary worlds. The deeper in the role,
the more the options - and the fun!

The suggested activities are in line
with the months and seasons
of the year, taking into account
the weather conditions.
After all, there is no bad weather,
only inappropriate clothing!
In Mikros Dounias, children have
the opportunity to be indoors
or outdoors; in most of the cases,
they choose the latter. We feel that
this choice has meaning.
Nature, if we listen to it, reminds us
that we are part of it, that we belong
there. We notice that children
are in an inherent dialogue
with this side of their existence.
Let us follow their wise example!

River boats
January

River opening
On a rainy day, we observe the ground in the forest all together.
In different places, we find small hills, holes and small or larger
uphills and downhills.
We choose an area with a downhill slope to dig a canal,
where the rainwater will flow. If we want, we can dig a big hole,
to form a lake. Using wood, branches or stones we can build
dams, bridges, paths or whatever we imagine.

Ship construction
We find a piece of thick bark from a tree trunk, e.g. pine, which represents
the hull of the boat. We make a hole through the middle of the bark.
In the hole we place a branch that functions
as a mast from the upper side of the boat
and as a keel from the bottom side, which is in the water.
With a knife, we create

a slit at the top of the mast
and place tree leaves to make sails.

Anchor aweigh!

For instructions on how to create
a more complicated boat,
consult the sources of the calendar.
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Elf messages
February

We transform into tree elves.
Each elf chooses a tree and creates a face for it;
it uses mud to stick natural materials,
such as pine needles, leaves or stones, on the trunk.
Next, we make paper phones. For each paper phone, we need
two paper cups and a string that is long enough to join two of the elf trees.
Here’s how to make one:
 Make a small hole in the center of the bottom of each cup.
 Pass one end of the string into the hole,
from outside the bottom of the cup towards the inside.
 On the inside of the cup, tie the string with a small twig,
so that it does not come out when you pull the cup.
 Repeat the process in the second cup with the other end of the string.
 Now let’s test the paper phone! Note that the sound wave
is transmitted only when the string is stretched.
Next to each elf tree, we place two cups from different paper phones,
so that the message can be transmitted from one tree to another.
Each elf can receive a message from one cup and transmit it from another.
Each cup can function as both a transmitter and a receiver.
In this way, we create an elf communication network!
If we want, we can hang a bell on each tree, so that any elf
preparing to send a message can let the rest know.
The elf communication network can also be used
to play the classical game “Telephone”.

The game is inspired by the underground networks
that trees create to communicate.
At the end of the calendar,
we suggest two relevant videos.
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Bird nests
March

Materials: 1.5 cm-thick wooden board, without
chemical additives / Nails / Bicycle tire / Wire
Tools: Measuring tape/ Saw / Glass Drill /
Hammer / Drill / Ladder
1. We measure and cut the wood
following the plan.
2. With the glass drill, we make a hole for a door in the wood of the entrance.
3. We nail all the sides of the nest together, except the roof.
4. Using a rectangular piece of bicycle tire as a hinge, we nail the wood
of the roof with that of the «back», so that the nest can open and close.
5. We make small holes in the wood of the base,
so that the rain water can flow.
6. We drill two holes in the upper corners of the wood of the “back”.
From these, we pass the wire that will allow us to hang the nest on the tree.
7. We choose a quiet part of the forest and hang the nest
with the entrance to the south, at a height of at least three meters.
8. If birds nest in our construction, we take care not to get too close to it.
We never open the nest to see the eggs or the little ones,
as we may force the parents to abandon it.
9. If we want to get closer to the birds, an idea is to camouflage ourselves
by covering our body with a dark-colored blanket.
We can hold a branch in our hand, without moving it at all.
If we are very quiet and patient, a bird might sit on our branch!
10. At the end of August, we clean the nest thoroughly
to protect its future inhabitants from diseases and pests.

Find more details at the end of the calendar!
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the eagle’s touch
April

The eagle sleeps in its nest.
Rabbits find the opportunity to grab the carrots
that make them drool!
Hopping slowly and quietly they approach…
Oh no, the eagle woke up!
Let’s see now who will eat and who will be eaten!

Preparation:
On a high, horizontal tree branch, at a sufficient distance
from the tree’s trunk, we tie one end of a rope. On the other,
hanging end, we tie an inflated bicycle tire vertically - we want
the bottom of the tire to be half a meter away from the ground.
This tree is the eagle’s nest and the tire swing is its flying aid!
Then, we gather closed pine cones and, using a stone,
we “nail” them to the soil around the swing.
These are our carrots!

Game:

In each round, one of us pretends to be the eagle.
(S)he passes her/his hands through the tire
and leans her/his body weight on it. (S)he runs to gain speed,
lifts his/her legs up and takes off!
The rest of the participants are rabbits, who try to grab the carrots
without being caught by the eagle. Any rabbit that grabs a carrot
without being caught carries it to the rabbits’ nest.
Any rabbit that gets the eagle’s touch is transported
to the eagle’s nest, to the trunk of the tree.
Get inspired for your flights
by a young eagle’s first flight!
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Pine honey
Preparation:

May

We collect as many pine cones as there are players.
They represent flowers full of nectar.
We paint them in pairs of the same color and hide each pair
in a different part of the forest.

Game:
We transform into bees and make pairs:
a builder bee together with a forager bee.
The builders form cells on the ground, i.e. circles or hexagons
that touch. They create a hive with as many cells as bees.
The foragers disperse in the forest looking for pine-cone-flowers.
Once a forager locates a pair, it places one flower under her chin
and, carefully observing the path, returns to the hive.
It’s time to dance the bee dance to explain to its partner
where the second identical flower is located!
 Direction hint: The forager dances the “tremble dance”,
i.e. extends one arm towards the flower, hopping.
 Distance note: For a distance of less than three trees, the forager
dances the “round dance”, making a dance circle around her partner.
For a distance of more than three trees, it dances the “waggle dance”,
spinning in one place while fluttering her wings.
When all the bees have a flower in their hands, they each enter a cell.
With the slogan “Honey Mixture!”, they start exchanging flowers,
without touching them with their hands!
The game ends when the honey is ready, that is,
when flowers of all colors have passed through each bee.
Find out which bee attributes inspired the game
at the end of the calendar!
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Trip to the universe
Preparation:

June

We create spacious circles on the ground,
which represent the planets of the solar system.
In the middle, we create the largest one, which stands for the sun.
We can decorate the planets with natural materials;
form rings and textures with stones, leaves, wood;
draw on the soil, using branches or our fingers.

Game:
We gather on planet earth and transform into astronauts.
We board our imaginary spaceship, entering one after the other in a line.
Each spaceship can travel with a maximum of five astronauts; depending
on their number, more than one spaceship might need to be launched.
All members of the space crew are blindfolded, except for the captain,
who enters at the end of the line. Each astronaut rests her/his hands
on the shoulders of the person in front of her/him.
The first in line has her/his arms outstretched, as if sleepwalking.
The captain leads the spaceship with the following movements, which
each astronaut reproduces on the shoulders of the one in front of her/him:
 Light tap on both shoulders = We are heading straight.
 Light tap on the right shoulder = Turn right.
 Light tap on the left shoulder = Turn left.
 Holding onto both shoulders = We stop and disembark.
The game evolves with the crew traveling to different planets,
improvising stories, and changing captains.
Beware of the hot sun!
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Scent of an Insect!
Preparation:

July

 Soak a bundle of cotton yarn in a container
filled with water and drops of essential oil of your choice.
 Define a point in the forest that will be the ant nest.
 Fill a small basket with strawberries and hide it under a tree,
at most 15 meters from the nest.

Game:
We transform into ants.
The ants sleep in the nest. They all have their eyes covered
with a mask or a handkerchief, so that they do not see anything.
Only one ant wakes up, uncovers its eyes, picks up the scented thread
and walks into the woods looking for the strawberries. When it finds them,
it wraps twice the tree where they are located, using the thread.
Heading back to the nest, it wraps the thread around every tree
that it encounters. The route that the other ants will follow is ready!
Arriving at the nest, the ant shouts: “I found it! Strawberries x trees away!
Follow my smell!” One by one and with their eyes covered, the ants
follow the smell of the thread by sniffing; when their sense of smell betrays
them, they can also touch the thread. Every ant that passes a tree
vocalizes it out loud, e.g. “First tree!”, “Second tree!”.
When it reaches the strawberries, the ant opens its eyes and shouts
“I found them!”; it then waits for the others. All together, they make
their way back to the nest, each with a strawberry in its mouth!
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Consult the sources of the calendar,
to find out which admirable function of the ants
has inspired this game.
Keyword: Pheromone.

Fisherman’s blues
Preparation:

August

We find a spot in the forest, for example a large puddle, representing
the lake. Next, we cut the dry, thin ends of some pine branches:
each piece must contain at least one twig. These are our fish!
Each fisherman finds a branch about a meter long
and ties a string of a similar length to its end.
It is a good opportunity to learn the nautical knot “scissors.”
At the free end of the string, we tie an open pine cone.
The branch functions as a fishing pole, the string as a line,
and the pine cone as the bait and hook at the same time!

Game:
Each fisherman stands around the lake and
tries to catch the swimming fish with his/her fishing pole.
One by one, the fish are collected in a shared bucket.
Once the fishing is over, it’s time to cook!
There might be a bonfire close to the lake
or a barbeque in a tavern,
or will the cat eat the fish
without being noticed?
From now on, the game solely follows the imagination
and creativity of the players.
Are you interested in knots?
Consult the sources
of the calendar!
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walking in the forest
We create two groups.

September

 The animals: Each player transforms into the animal that (s)he wishes,
without revealing his/her choice to the team. (S)he hides in one place
in the forest, as if it were his/her nest.
 The explorers: Each explorer equips his/her backpack with the materials
that (s)he deems necessary, e.g., notebook, pencil, flashlight, hat, water.
(S)he begins the exploration by singing:
“Walking in the forest, walking in the forest, I’m not afraid, I’m not afraid...”
“One step, two steps, three steps forward”
(S)he sees or hears an animal hiding.
“One step, two steps, three steps back”
With enthusiasm or fear (s)he steps back and asks:
“What’s that?”, e.g., “Is it an owl?”
The explorers discover the animals one after the other.
Each time, they try to identify what animal they are facing,
based on the movement, posture, and voice.
They choose whether to feed it, take a picture of it, paint it or run away.
The evolution of the game depends on the players’ improvisation!
To get into the rhythm,
refer to the sources of the calendar!
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An igloo in the forest
 We collect pine needles, optimally by using rakes.

October

 We fill with them a large and durable bucket.
 We jump into the bucket to create a solid pine-needle-brick!
 We place our bricks next to each other, creating a circle
with an outer diameter of about two meters.
We leave a gap in the circle,
where the entrance of the igloo will be located.
 Depending on the height that we want to give to our igloo,
we build two or three circular rows of bricks.
 We collect long and light branches and build with them
the frame of the roof. We cover it with pine needles.
 We place stones around the base of the igloo.
 We can create holes for windows anywhere we like.
 Our shelter is ready!

Do you want to know how snow igloos are created?
Consult the sources of the calendar!
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The squirrels
November

Under a tree that is or pretends to be a walnut tree,
we scatter as many walnuts as there are players.
We transform into squirrels.
In the autumn, each squirrel grabs a walnut under the tree
and looks for a secret place to bury it.
When the winter comes, the squirrels hibernate in their nest
(it may be the igloo that we constructed in October!).
With the arrival of spring, the squirrels open their eyes.
Their bellies growl.
Does every squirrel remember
where it buried its walnut?
The nuts that are discovered
are collected in the squirrels’ nest.
It’s time for the players to break them with stones,
share them and enjoy them!
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From EAST to WEST
Preparation:

December

We choose a flat area in the forest and remove from it
all natural materials. We draw a circle with a radius
of 1.5 m. and, inside it, a concentric circle
with a radius of 20 cm. We divide the two circles
into four sectors, which correspond
to the four cardinal directions. Thus, we define
the northern, southern, eastern and western sector
of the circles and consequently of the forest.
In each sector of the internal circle, we draw
on the ground the first letter of the respective cardinal point (N-S-E-W).
We draw the same letter on a stone
and hide it in the corresponding sector of the forest.
In each sector of the large circle, we place samples of two or three
natural materials, which are abundant in the respective forest sector.

Game:
We create one group of people for each of the four sectors.
Each group is invited to find the corresponding stone.
We place the stones in the inner circle, in the position of each letter.
Our attention now turns to the samples of natural materials contained
in our circular sector. Our mission is to explore our sector in the forest and
collect a sufficient amount of each, so that we can then decorate the circle.
That’s when the art takes over: it’s time to make a big mandala!
A simple and spectacular way is to place the materials
starting from the center and forming concentric rings outwards.
There are no separate groups at this stage of the activity.
All for one and one for all!
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For information & ideas about mandalas
consult the sources of the calendar!

REFERENCES & SUGGESTIONS

january
Using a knife, we can
make a slightly more complicated boat.

february
To find out how trees communicate
with each other, you can watch
the following videos:
 “Secret life of trees: Ηow they talk to each
other” - BBC World Service
 “Suzanne Simard: How trees talk to each other”
- TED Talks

april
Take some inspiration for your flights
by watching the video from BBC Earth,
“Young Eagle Flies for the First Time.”

may
Do you want to know more about the dances
that bees use to communicate with each other?
You can watch the video “Round and Waggle
Dance’’ by NC State Extension or read the article
“Characteristic Behavior of the Honey Bee”
by Hiroyuki Ai.
Why did the bees in the activity exchange the
nectar?
In order to create honey! Learn more
by watching the video
“How bees collect nectar to make honey.”
For an extended journey in the world of bees,
we recommend The Book of Bees
by Piotr Socha and Grajkowski Wojciech,
Publisher: Thames & Hudson.

march
You can find useful information and details
for this month’s mission
on the website of Birdlife Cyprus.
The idea of camouflaging comes from the book
Sharing Nature with Children by Joseph Cornell.

june
For this month’s topic, we like the book
Planetarium by Raman Prinja and Chris Wormell,
Publisher: Big Picture Press.

july
To know more about the way ants
make their way to the food, read the article
“How Ants Sniff Out the Right Path”
by James Gorman.

october
You can watch the classical, 10-minute film
“How to Build an Igloo”
(National Film Board of Canada, 1949).

august
Several videos on YouTube
show us how to make useful knots.
Try, for example, “How to tie a Clove Hitch”
or “Constrictor Knot (Twisting Method)”.

november
Based on the activity “Acorn Hide-and-Seek”
that can be found in the book
Play the Forest School Way: Woodland Games,
Crafts and Skills for Adventurous Kids,
written by Peter Houghton and Jane Worroll,
Publisher: Watkins.

september
You can listen to the song “Walking in the Jungle”.
In Mikros Dounias, we explore the forest singing
in both English and Greek. It is a good idea to
translate the words in your language and sing
them in this melody. Alternatively, you can
make up completely different words for the song!

december
What is a mandala? How do we make one?
Find practical ideas here.

CONTACT US
Website: en.mikrosdounias.eu
Ε-mail: mikrosdounias@gmail.com
Facebook: mikrosdounias

SUPPORT US
National Bank of Greece
Account beneficiary: Mikros Dounias Association
IBAN: GR15 0110 4150 0000 4150 0415 991

